NeroPets
Dragon Egg Event
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1 NeroPet Dragon egg is obtained for every 2
NeroBot shells purchased on the NeroVerse
Market.
Owning an egg will give you 1 day early access to
the Egg hatching event.
Owning an egg will allow you to choose any
Dragon body type.
There will be no more than 1000 eggs released
into the wild.
An egg burning event will occur that allows 3
eggs to be burned to create a legendary egg.
Legendary eggs will 100% hatch into a legendary
dragons.
All egg owners will get an exclusive NeroBot
Dragon shell airdropped to their wallet.

How to obtain
NeroBots = Eggs
NeroBots are the keepers and protectors of
Dragons in the NeroVerse. In order to claim a
NeroPet Dragon Egg, you must purchase 2
NeroBot Founders’ Edition shells on the
NeroVerse Market.
The combination of the NeroBots will not
matter, however, you will only be able to
purchase a maximum of 4 NeroBot Founders’
shells.
NeroBot Founders’ Edition shell prices are
below:

NeroBot Founders’ Edition

Price

OG Dragon holder price

$60

10% Discount: $54
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Founders’ Perks
Owning a Founder NeroBot will provide the
following beneﬁts in the hatching event:

➔

Higher chance at determining your
Dragon’s element
Using the NeroBot commands, you’ll be able to
increase your chances of hatching a Dragon of
your desired element (ﬁre, ice, wind, water,
earth, and lightning).

➔

Higher chance of a CHARGED Dragon
Using the NeroBot commands, you’ll be able to
increase your chances of hatching a CHARGED
Dragon (more details on CHARGED Dragons
soon).

Burning Event
There will only ever be a maximum of 1000
Dragon eggs in the world. However to cull the
population, a legendary burning event will
occur.
The burning event will allow egg holders to
take 3 eggs and burn them to create a single
legendary egg.
This legendary egg will allow the holder all the
beneﬁts of a normal egg, however during
hatching event, the Dragon that emerges will
be a legendary Dragon!
The NeroVerse Market will allow egg holders to
buy and sell their eggs, so if you are hunting for
that 3rd egg, keep checking the NeroVerse
Market!

Each dragon will be randomly created during hatching. Horns, wings,
body type, skin and eyes will all be random with over 1 trillion possible
combinations.

Dragon Types

Type 1

Type 5

Type 2

Type 6

Type 3

Type 4

Type 7

Type 8

OG Dragon Perks
Owning an OG Dragon will provide the
following beneﬁts in the hatching event:

➔

Discount on all NeroBot purchases
10% discount on any Founders’ edition
NeroBots.

➔

Hatching event discount
5% discount on dragon hatching only during the
early access day. This means you must own an
OG Dragon and a Dragon egg to use this
discount.

NeroPet Hatching Event

The hatching event will allow everyone the chance to claim a dragon. Dragon egg holders will have a 1 day
head start at the very beginning of this event, allowing them to choose the Dragon body type of their
choosing for the ONE DAY only. The Hatching Event will take place over a 4 week period. A breakdown of
body types and pricings are below.
NOTE: If you do not own an egg, you will still be able to take part in the hatching event, however you will not
receive any of the perks egg holders have, and will have to hatch an egg on the week corresponding to the
body type you desire.

Dragon Types

Price

Max total that can be minted

Week 1

Type 1 and 2

$100

1750

Week 2

Type 3 and 4

$180

1250

Week 3

Type 5 and 6

$280

1100

Week 4

Type 7 and 8

$400

900

More details on the hatching event will be released over time!

